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Sierra-Cedar Achieves APN Certification Distinction from Amazon Web Services
January 24, 2018 – Alpharetta, GA – Sierra-Cedar, one of the largest independent North American IT
services companies and a member of the Amazon Web Services (AWS) Partner Network (APN), has received
recognition for achieving 50+ AWS Certifications within its organization. AWS Certification Distinctions allow
APN Partners to show how many active AWS Certifications their company has collectively achieved and
highlights the value that AWS Certifications bring to their customers.
Sierra-Cedar’s collaboration with AWS builds on an existing relationship in delivering cloud services to
customers. As part of the APN, Sierra-Cedar provides customers with cloud consulting and managed services
support so that its customers can take full advantage of AWS tools and services. “This exciting APN
Certification Distinction demonstrates Sierra-Cedar’s capabilities and commitment to AWS, and our expertise
in delivering industry-leading cloud solutions to our clients,” said Tim Gehrig, EVP, Shared Services. “We look
forward to helping our customers realize their full potential by continuing to focus on our areas of technology
expertise in response to today’s business needs. We are thrilled to be able to offer a wide breadth of
technology services to various industries, and this APN Certification Distinction is a testament to our
experienced resources whose hard work has led to our continued client success.”
Sierra-Cedar and AWS are working together to deliver highly scalable and highly redundant on-demand
infrastructure to meet their clients’ ever-changing business objectives. Sierra-Cedar has developed innovative
services to help its clients leverage the AWS Cloud for design and service improvements of custom and
packaged applications.
About Sierra-Cedar
Sierra-Cedar delivers consulting, technical, and managed services for the deployment, management, and
optimization of next-generation ERP applications and technology. The Company partners with Oracle,
Workday, Amazon Web Services (AWS), MuleSoft, Salesforce, and Splunk.
Sierra-Cedar was founded in 1995 and is part of The Sierra-Cedar Group, Inc., one of the largest independent
North American IT services companies. In the US, the Company is a leading provider of ERP services for
Oracle PeopleSoft, Oracle Cloud ERP, and Workday applications and serves three distinct client verticals:
Higher Education, Public Sector excluding Federal, and Commercial. Together with its Canadian affiliate,
Sierra Systems Group Inc., it has close to 2,000 professionals focused on the US and Canadian markets.
To learn more about Sierra-Cedar, please visit www.Sierra-Cedar.com.
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